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ABSTRACT 

Papermakers' wet-strength resins have been added to 

felted glass f1bers as to increase the strength of the 

fibers. 

On the bas1s that a stranger sheet of paper made from 

glass fibers could be put to many uses, experiments were ef 

two types. F1rst, an excess of wet-strength resins were 

added to the fibers. Second, handsheets made or one hun

dred per-eent glass fibers were d1pJed into a tw� per-cent 

resin tub-s1z1ng solution. 

Favorable results were obtained in both cases. 
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Literature Survey of Gl�ss Fib�rs and Wet Strength Resins 

I. Glass Fibers

A Short History of Gl,ss

In laooratories throughout the country, paper has been 

made from glass fibers with no additive. Much of this work 

was done by the N-'l.tional Bureau of St nd~rds in co-operation 

with the Naval Reseqrch Laboratory. (l) Through this 

experimentation a relatively strong sheet of glass paper 

has been made comp"lred to previous paper made from gh.ss. 

However, the goal of the present work will be to make a 

stronger sheet of uaper from felted glass fibers by the 

ad ition of papermakers wet strength resins. 

The second edition of Webster's Ne,;1 International 

ictionary dr.,f·' nes gl::iss as: "An amorphous substance, 

usually transparent or tr nslucent, consisting ordin rily 

of a mixture of silic�tes, but in some cases of borates, 

phosphates, etc. Most glass is made by fusing to ether 

some for ri o [ silic , as sand, an lkali, as potash or soda, 

."nd sorn� <bther base, as lime or leqd oxide. It is blown, 

pressed, cast, and cut to a great variety of shapes." 
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Glass is one of the oldest and most useful minerals known 

to mankind. Glass has been used by man since the very 

earliest ti.'11e. (2) The commonest use _of natural glass by

primitive people was for arrowheads nd spear-heads. It is 

believei that glass was first m..::..de arti .. icially early in 

the cultural history of mankind. It has been assumed th t 

the discovery of glrlss came after, and was a consequence of 

the development of metallurgy. However it appears more 

probable that both metallurgy and glass-making were con

sequent upon the development of the potters art. The 

firing of crude pottery was the first step in the develop-

ment of the arts b sed on fire, .,nd from this the develop-

ment of glaze and then of gl ss was logical and probable 

step. 

Possibly the product·on of glass owes its beginning to 

accident. An illustration of such a possibility is the 

glass ormed by the ourning of arain and the fusion of the

ash, as the result o� fire caused by lightning. In 16oO 

the rt o.f cut glass was developed. In 1615 the use of 

coal instead of weed for fuel was discovered in England. 

Another English �nvention, flint glass, was made in 1675. 

-
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More recent developments have been enormous. The 

revolution in glass manu acturing methods which has taken 

place in the twentieth century, especially in the last 

three decades, h,s transformed the industry from one depen

dent on the skill of the iniividual worker, to one dominated 

by continuous machine production, precisely controlled by 

the application of scientific methods. (2)

In the last two decades glass has become even more 

important because of the many uses of its fibers. It is 

now used in making clothing an other things of the 

textile world, decorative articles, and paper making. 

Microscopy and Identi ic tion of Glass Fibers 

Glass fibers in general have the same characteristics 

as the mother subst?nce, glass. The fibers will not dissolve 

in 90% phenol or concentrated HCl as will cellulose fibers. 

l'hey ,rill melt but will not burn. (3) The fibers however 

do not feel like glass. They can be bent like rubber, 

twisted like thread or squeexed like a sponge. Yet each 

tiny �iber still possesses all of the characteristics of 

the material. It has high temperature resistance and is 

non-hygroscouic; the individual fibers will not absorb 
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moisture. he fibers are resist nt to ordinary weathering 

and to acids, oils, and corrosive vapors. he are very . 

strong and have high electrical resistance. (4)

Previous Experiments with Glass Fibers and their Advantages 

over other Synthetic Fibers 

Gl ss fibers, used in the paper-making industry, began 

to come into their mm about ten years ago. Most of the 

work on glass fibers £.'or paper h s been done by the 

National Bur.Jau of Stan 'ards in co-operation with the 

Naval Rese�rch Laboratory. 

The National BurcCJ.u of Standards in co-aper tion with 

the Naval Research L�borCJ.tory has developed a paper composed 

entirely of gl ss fibers with no additive. (l) The paper

has several ;1pplic;'.{t:i.ons. It is very effective as an air 

filter for gas masks, respirators, etc. In gas mask t sts 

in a smoke filled room, only one smoke particle in 100,000 

passej through the glass paper filter. The paper has 

excellent electrical characteristics and should be useful 

as an insulator and dielectric. It can be used to make 

oil-impregnated paper compacitors which will withstand 

temperatures above 200 degrees Centigrade. Kraft paper, 
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comrr1only useri, will not, withstand temperatures much above 

100 degrees Centigr8de. (l)

The equipment use� by the Research Labor tory was a 

SO-pound be�ter, 29-inch Fourdrinier p permaking machine 

with a wire 23 feet long, one press, nine 15-inch driers, 

and a reel. H::ind :sheets were made with a sheet mold, an 

hyiraulic press, ;;n:J. ri sheet drier. Four grades of 

"Fiberglas" were used. They were AAA- .5- .75 mu diameter, 

AA- • 75- 1.5 :nu dia.meter, A- 1.5- 2 • .5 mu, and B- 2.5- 3. 75

mu. i'he fibers are clean and can be furnished ira.ctly 

to the beater. 

·fhe raanufacturin.<? procedures of glass fibers differ mainly

in two ways from cellulosic fibers. First, the glass fioers 

are more brittle and easily broken, "lnd second, the glass 

fibers cannot be fibrillated and gelatinized like vegetable 

fioers. Because of these properties prolonged beating is 

not necessary. The treatment of glass fibers in the beater 

is di ·,"'erent from th·-1t of vegetg,ble fibers. Ve1etcible fibers 

are be2ten to incnnse their fibrillar nature and hy:lrate 

them so their gel�tinous surfaces will adhere to the paper, 

incre3sing its stren�th. However, glass fioers apparently 

owe their strength to friction between fibers rather than 
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to the sort of enta�lement an adhesion that occurs in 

V8getable fibers. 'l'here should be as little breakage as 

possible when beati.no; gl;iss. 

Heretofore, the 'nost efficient commercial air-filter 

paper was m::i.:::l.e from asbestos fibers, mixed with cellulose 

fioers. Asoestos, ho��ever has many disadvantages. First, 

only J00-400 pounds of usable fibers can be obt,qined from 

a ton of pulp. Second, breaking doi-m, dusting, and washing 

of these fibers requires uch time. Third, the distance 

the asbestos has to be ship?ed also adds to the expense. 

The best asbestos :riined is Bolivian "Blue". Fourth, 

asbestos - cellulose paper will sup, ort mildeN growth 

whereas glass will not, ndfifth, asbestos. fibers ar� not 

as small i_n ,i;:imeter as p;lass fiber. The sm ller the 

fiber diRmeter, the more efficient the filter paper. (S) 

.t:lec'-"tuse of these many rl.isadvant:iges of asbestos fibers as 

cor.i.pc?,red. to g;l.1ss fibers, rr::s .arch and experimentation is 

being :lone with [;Lss fibers in ::i.n atte:npt to increase its 

strength in p::ipermnk:i.ng. 'l'he Messr's 0 1 Le,qry, Hobbs, 

Missimer, and Erving have been experimenting, trying to 

increase the stren[th of the f�n 1 product. (6)

Although, throuc;h the"r experimentation, paper m de from 
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gl3ss fibers now has reached a new hieh for strenght ( a 

tensile stren�th of �ry�rox:imately 300 p.s.i. at a pH of 

(6) 2.9. I oelieve that even higher strength for paper 

m3ne from slass is dasirable. This will be the goal of the

present work. 

II. Wet Strength Resins

Cellulose paper, when wetted will lose most of its 

strength. This W'lS :;i black spot in the paper industry but 

by the work done in chemical laboratories, wet strength 

resins were discovere'i. This brought about a great change 

in the paper industry bringing about the mass production 

of various pc1per nroducts which still possess a high degree 

of stren�th even •:1hen wet. 

Properties of Paper as Influenced by Wet Strength Resins 

Wet stren�th resins affect a number of properties of 

paper. Some o� the properties that tend to improve with 

resin treatment are: dry tensile and mullen, dry folding 

endurance, wax pick, anti-dusting and linting, sizing, dry 

stiffness, wet, rub resistance and wet tear. Properties 

which tend to decre�se upon the addition of wet strength 

. d t ft d t b t· (7)resins are: ry e1r, so ness, an wa er a sorp ion. 
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.the Effect of pH on Wet Strength Resins 

All three tv es of resins (melamine resin, anionic 

ure� resin on unble�ched kraft, and cationic urea resin) 

cure faster as the pH of the treated sheet is lowered. (?) 

However, this tends to nromote hydrolysil:i of the resin 

during use or stora�e and also tends to degrade the oase 

p per, so a compromise is necessary. The usual pH ran e 

is from 4.5-6�0. 1 elamine resins will cure t-a higher.

pH 110,,nver. Sometimes as high as 8.0. The pH of the stock 

though has only a slii:;ht e c'ect on resin retention with some

what higher results being obtained �t the hi h r  pH r�nge. 

This is not the s�me as rate of cure. 

Properties of Wet Strength Resins. (Parez) 

The melamine resj_n is a triazine consisting o six 

membered ring of ,lternating carbon nd nitrogen atoms. 

Each carbon atom is also att ched to an NH2 group and it

is these grou·'.,s that react with · ormaldehyde. This resin 

has the following properties: It is a dry, ,rhite powder 

with an ap �rent density of o.h (approxim tely 25 poun s 

per C. F. ). It disperses in water with agitation at 
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50 to 60% solids, but hydrophobes out on further 

dilution. It h:1s a Y� maximum moisture content. The

viscosity of the resin (60% solids at 25 degrees 

Centigrade) is 300-700 centipoises. The pH (60% solids

dispersion) is approximately 9. The resin colloid carries 

a positive charge and is quickly adsorbed on the negatively 

charged cellulosic fibers.(8) 

The use of wet strength resins on cellulosic fibers 

has become very important in many fields of papermaking. 

Experimentations in this work will deal with its effect 

upon the bnndinr:; of felted glass fibers in order to make· 

a stronger sheet of paper from glass. 
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Experiment� .f'lan 

'l'he erteet ot wet strength resins on felted glass fibers ii 

to be determined by using different concentrations or· the sub

stances at dif'tersnt pH levels. Because I have found no pre

vious records on the combination or glass tivers and wet strength 

resins, the degree with whieh one will adhere to the other will 

first have to, be determined. ohen working wi.th glass fibers how

ever·, the pH may ge varied to a large range. l.ower and higher 

pH's than are mentioned in the outline, which will :tollow lat.er, 

may be used. 'l'h.e pH will be controlled by- the use or alum, sul

furic acid, eaust.ie, and lime. 

Retention or the Resin 

The retention of the resin will be determined by running an 

ash test by the T 413 m-45 procedure. It the results are unsatis

factory a test to determine the amount or organic nitrogen in the 

sheet will bl! run according to the T418 m-50 proeedure. Tb.is 

procedure is used to determine the amount of urea- formaldehyde 

resins, Melemine resin, and other nitrogenous organic materials 

in paper. A Kjeldahl digestion and distillation apparat.us will 

be used. 

The resin colloid carries a positive charge and is quickly 
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adsorbed on the negativeli charged cellulose tiber • .However, 

this may not be the case with glass. Apparently retention is not 

dependent upon the use of coagulants such as alum or size.

However, in the case or cellulose tibers, complete retention is 

not achieved, and the addition ot more than tive per cent ot resin 

is considered beyond the range of maximum etfectiveness. With three 

per cent of resin added, the retention is round to be trom sixty 

to eighty per cent. 

Treatment ot Glass Fibers 

Glass tibers will be treated in the beater ditferently than veg� 

etable tibers are. Vegetable fibers are beaten to increase their 

tibrillar nature and hydrate them so their gelatinous surtaces 

will adhere to the paper increasing its strength • .However, glass 

:fibers apparently owe their strength to :rriction bet.ween fibers. 

Lrlaas fibers are much more brittle and easily broken than cellu

losic :fibers. They also cannot be :fibrillated and gelatinized 

like vegetable fibers. Because of these prope:eties prolonged 

beating is not necessary. 

Equipment to be Used 

The glass fibers will be placed in a Valley Laboratory Beater

tor a period ot thirty minutes. During this time the t1bers will

be mixed and not beaten. ir,us is to break up the chunks of tibers

-13-
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but. not the fibers themselves. Handsheets will then be made on 

a British Sheet Mold, pressed by an hydraulic press, and then 

dried on the Noble and Wood drier. The following strength tests 

will be run on the handsheets: tensile test on a Schopper-Rieg

ler Tensile Tester, tear test on the Elmendorf Tear Tester, and 

bursting strength test on the Mullen Tester. A porosity t.est, 

will also be run to determine the effectiveness of the sheet as 

a filter pad. 

Outlin.e ot Experimental Work 

GLASS FIBER SIZE FIBER CONC. RESIN C0NC. pH 

#/100# H20 #/100# H20

• 5-.75 mu. diam • 1 .01 4 

• 5-.75 mu. diam • l .01 5 

• 5-. 75 mu. diam • l .01 6 �.IRST 

• 5-.75 mu. diam • 1 .01 4 

• 5-.75 mu. diam • 1 .02 5 BEATER 

• 5-.75 mu. diam • 1 .02 6 

• 5-.75 mu, diam • 1 .03 4 RUN 

• 5-.75 mu. diam • 1 .03 5 

• 5-.75 mu. diam • l .03 6 

.75-1.5 mu. diam l .01 4 

• 75-1.5 mu. diam • l .01 5 

.75-l.5 mu. diam. l .01 6 SECOND 

• 75-1.5 mu. diam • l .02 4 

• 75-1.5 mu. diam • l .02 5 BEAT.ER 

• 75-1.5 mu. diam • l .02 6 

.75-1.5 mu. diam. l .03 4 RUN 

• 75-1.5 mu. diam • l .03 5 

• 75-1.5 mu. diam • l .03 6 

-14-
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GLASS FIBE.-q SIZE FIBER CONC. RESIN CONC. pH 
#/100# H2o #/100# H

2
o 

fines l .01 4 

tines 1 .01 5 

tines 1 .01 6 THIRD 
fines l .02 4 

:tines l .02 5 BEATER 

fines l .02 6 

fines l .01 � RUN 

fines 1 .03 5 

fines l .03 6 

mi:rlure of sizes l .01 4 

mirlure or sizes 1 .01 5 

mirlure of sizes 1 .01 6 FOURTH 

mirlure of sizes 1 .02 4 

mixture of sizes 1 .02 5 BEATER 

m:1.xture or sizes 1 .02 6 

mixture of sizes 1 .03 4 RON 

mixture or  sizes 1 .03 5 

mixture of. sizes l .03 6 

These size fibers were used by the National Bureau of Standards 

in co-operation with the Naval Reaearch Labo ratory. They pur-

chased them from the Owens-Corning Fiberglas Co. or T.oledo, Ohio. 

In their experimentation they made paper from glass fibers with 

no additive. They received their strongest sheet of paper when 

they used a combination of long and short fibers tree from fines.. 

They also learned that concentrations of glass fibers above one 

per cent are undeaira.ble because breakage of the fibers occurs. 
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DATA 

The experiments 1n this work were not carried out 

exactly as was stated in the experimental outline (see 

page 12). Handsheets were made from glass fibers or one

half, one and three micron diameters. The wet-strength 

resins used were Uformite 700 and Kymane 234, cationic 

resins and Uformite 467 an anionic resin. Handsheets 

were made bytthe following method: 

First, the fibers were mixed in a Waring Blender tor 

five minutes. Th1s was done to mix the fibers and breai 

up any lwaps which might occur. B�ating was not necessary 

as glass fibers do not fibrillate or gelat1n1ze as do veg

atable fibers. Also, glass fibers are brittle and easily 

broken. 

S'eeond, the wet-strength resin was added and the sam

ple was placed in a British Sheet Mold. The pH was adjusted 

to 4.7 by the use or alum. 

Third, the sheets were pressed in a hydraulic press 

at fifty paunds pressure and then dtte� on� Noble and 

Wood Sheet Drier. 

Fourth, the sheets were placed in the humidity room 

for a length or time and' s:brength tests were run. 
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Strength tests run on the handsheets were, wet and dry 

mullen, wet and dry tensile, basis weight, and ash. The 

results e! these tests are f'eund on pages 18 and 19. 

In these experiments, an excess of wet-strength resins 

were used and therefore this is not recommended fer com

mercial use. However, a tub-sizing solution was prepared 

of' a two per-cent Uform1te 700 res1n. Rsaults of these 

experiments were encouraging. 

The first set of handsheets showed an increase 1n dry 

mullen as high as seven pounds in the handsheets containing 

the wet-strength resin over the sheet with no resin. An 

increase in dry tensile strength as high as four and two

tenths pe>unds was also abtained. The wet tensile and wet 

mullen tests ranged between fifty and sixty per-cent or the 

dry. 
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TABLE I 

Tests Run on Handsheets of Glass Fibers Containing an Excess 

of Wet-Strength Resins 

pH on all sheets------------4.7 

Set Resin Fiber Basis Mullen Tensile Ash ($)
Size Wt. dry wet dry wet 

tdiam.) 

1 U-700 1 u 48.8 2.5 1.5 2.0 .7 
2 None 1 u 47.9 0 0 .6 0 14.4 

3 U-700 l u 49.l 5.0 3.0 2.9 .6 30.3 
4 None 

H 
48.3 0 0 .4 0 6.9 

5 U-700 50.1 4.5 2.0 3.0 .4 

6 U-700 51.0 6.o 2.0 3.6 1.0 25.2

i 
None 3 u 51.8 0 0 .3 0 
U-7QO 3 u 49.8 2.5 1.3 2.0 .

6·

9 U-700 3 u 48.7 3.0 1.7 2.2 ?.� 
10 U-467 3 u 47.9 1.5 0 •• 8 .2
11 U-467

n 
49.3 1.0 0 .9 .2 

12 U-700 50.4 
i·

5 2.0 2.3 .8
13 U-700 51.0 .5 4.0 3.4 1.1 
14 U-700 2 U 49.8 7.0 4.0 2.9 1.0 
15 U-467 l u 50.4 5.5 3.0 2.8 .8 

16 U-467 l u 50.5 6.5 4.0 3.1 1.0 26.2 
17 K-234 

t �
50.0 3.5 1.5 2.1 .6 

18 K-234 48.9 4.0 2.0 2.4 1.2 36.4 

Key 
u_------------- Uformite 
K_-----------�- Kymene 
u_------------- micron 
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TABLE II 

Tests run on Handsheets of �lass Fibers Dipped in a 2%, Uformite 

700 Tub-Sizing Solution 

pH ---------------------- 4.3 

Size of fibers (diam.) ½ m1cron 

Set Basis Wt. MUllen Tensile 
dry wet dry wet 

l 49.2 21.0 1.5 1.2 .7 
2 50.8 2.5 1.5 1.7 1.1 

51.7 2.5 1.5 1.5 1.0 
49.3 2.0 1.0 1.4 1.0 

5 50.2 2.5 1.5 1.7 1.2 

Summary 

The experiments were divided into two categories, First, 

a group of handsheets were made up using an excess ot we1f

strength resin. Sec0n�, a group of handsheets were made and 

dipped into a tub-sizing solution or two per-cent Uformite 

700 resin. 

The experiments �howed that the one-half micron diam

eter fiber handsheets had the best strength after treatment 

with the resin. The cationic resins were the omly ones re

tained in the glass fiber sheets. Ash tests shewed that 

appreximately thirty per-cent of the resin was retained. 
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The handsheets which were dipped into the tub-sizing 

shewed promise. An increase of 2.5 pounds dry mullen and 

1.7 pounds dry tensile were obtained. 

C'onclusions 
' 

On the basis of the work done, it is believed that a 

definite amount of strength is obtained when cationic wet

strength resins are added to glass fibers. 

Recommendations for Further Werk 

It is felt that a greater amount of strength can be 

obtained from glass fibers by the addition of ordinary 

papermakers' wet-s�rength resins. Further insight into 

the bonding of these fibers should be investigated. 
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SAMPLES 

½ micron fibers 1 micron fibers 3 micron fibers 

Glass Paper 

The End 
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